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numbers about 100,000, mostly raw militia. They are so un-
trained that it is doubtful whether they can be moved expediti-
ously without causing congestion and confusion. The:- are
better fitted for a fight within houses and behind walls: but this
would mean the destruction rather than the defence of I*.I=.drid.
The regiments have picturesque names—Red Lions. Red
Bullets—but up to now they have paid too little attention to
organisation and too much to getting up concerts, exhibitions,
and fiestas for the development of a political conscience. In the
field thev are far inferior to the insurgents in their aircrifi,
"*	c
guns, tanks, and telephones. The insurgents are employing
Moorish troops. They and the Xavarrese volunteers are said
to be the best fighters. [Moorish cavalry go into action against
infantry armed wkh rifles.
the belgian motive
The genera! feeling in Belgium is that at this moment, when a
new Locarno Covenant is about to be made, European antagon-
isms are more bitter than ever. The fate of Abyssinia, Belgium
considers, is a lesson to all small States. Xo treaty will avail if
the national defences are not strong enough to deter a potential
aggressor. The many alliances' concluded by France lately,
notably the Franco-Soviet Pact, aroused the fear that by
identifying Kerstlf too closely with France Belgium would be
embroiled in a war that did not concern her. Indeed, anti-
French feeling almost caused a national crisis. King Leopold
took the initiative and made an appeal for national unit}*. The
Cabinet were so impressed that they published the speech
entire, without first, in ordinary diplomatic ussge, informing
the diplomatic representatives of the countries most closely
concerned. There is, however, no repudiation of present com-
mitments. The suggestion that Belgium is following Germany
in unilaterally denouncing pacts causes profound irritation.
german army strength
With the enrolment of the new recruits this month the final
stage is entered of the military programme laid down in 1935.
It appears that the thirty-six-division total then fixed is being
expanded. The impression has been confirmed that the Army
Law might be interpreted as meaning thirty-six infantry
divisions plus an indefinite number of armoured divisions.
tension in the east end
A deputation from the London Labour Party was received
by Sir John Simon to discuss the disorders resulting from
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